
Mondial-F Powermix Method &amp; Feeder 
Bait 1kg

Mondial-F

Product number: MF-MFLF

Groundbait for fishing with feeder and method feeder.

3,49 € * 3,49 €

Versatile and effective Mondial-F groundbait for successful fishing

Whether you are an experienced fisherman or a beginner, the Mondial-F Method & Feeder Groundbait 1 kg 
is your ideal companion for successful fishing trips. Specially developed for fishing with a method feeder, 
this attractant is ideal for fishing for various coarse fish.

Customisable recipes for targeted fishing

Bream feed: Add 15% Coprah Molasses to the base feed to create sticky, heavy feed balls that 
effectively attract bream.
Carp feed: Add 5% Mondial-F Touche to attract large carp and other big fish.
Roach feed: For large roach, the addition of 10% roasted hemp is recommended.
Tench feed: For tench, you should slowly moisten and mix the bait, then add 15% chocolate biscuit.
Crucian carp feed: For crucian carp, it is best to moisten and mix the feed slowly and then add 15% 
Gingerbread.

High-quality ingredients for optimum results

Mondial-F groundbait consists of carefully selected ingredients that are crucial for the health and well-being 
of the fish:

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Fishing-Accessories/Fishing-Food/Attractants/Mondial-F-Attractant-Additive-Aroma-Powder.html
https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Fishing-Accessories/Fishing-Food/Groundbait/Mondial-F-Flours-Super-Mix-Fishmeal.html
https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Fishing-Accessories/Fishing-Food/Groundbait/Mondial-F-Flours-Super-Mix-Fishmeal.html
https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Fishing-Accessories/Fishing-Food/Groundbait/Mondial-F-Power-Mix-Groundbait-Nullens-Gingerbread-1kg.html


Crude proteins: Important for building and repairing fish body tissue.
Crude fats: Provide energy and are essential for the functioning of the immune system.
Crude ash: Contains important minerals that are essential for the fish's metabolism.

Advantages of the flavours at a glance:

Vanilla: Attractant food for fishing for large roach. The heavy mixture has a vanilla flavour and is ideal for 
fishing for large roach on the bottom. The ground grains guarantee an even action and the red particles 
ensure extra attraction for large roach.

Halibut: Attractant food with a strong fishmeal flavour for fishing with feeders and method feeders in colder 
water. For all large fish and especially carp. Most of the ingredients are slightly finer, but we have added 
some coarser ingredients and ground grains to make the feed break up faster. Also provided with yellow 
particles for extra visual appeal. When fishing with a wire feeder, we recommend having a little dry food on 
hand to mix in with the wet food. This will give you a more active bait.

Strawberry: Great summer mix for feeders and method feeders. A red mix with strawberry flavour and 
extra coarse ingredients that take effect very quickly. Ideal for larger fish in warm water.

Ideal for competitions and recreational fishing

Whether for competition purposes or relaxed weekend fishing, Mondial-F Method & Feeder Groundbait is a 
reliable choice. Its versatility and ease of use make it a must-have for every angler.

The Mondial-F Method & Feeder Groundbait 1kg offers an optimal solution for anglers who value quality, 
effectiveness and versatility. Customise the feed depending on the target fish and enjoy successful fishing 
days.

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/

